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Title word cross-reference

#5 [Sch85b].

M [CMP89]. Δ [KsKGC89]. N [BKL87].

-grammars [KsKGC89]. -version [BKL87].

0-262-12112-3 [Con86].


2 [GC88, Jor89]. 2167 [Coa87]. 2nd [CKCM89].

4 [Blu87].

5th [Whe81].

6 [Wal83].

7th [Ano80b].

85 [Mus85, Sch85b]. 8th [Wei85].

A1 [Ben85]. ABEL [DO85]. Abstract [Vit84, DMP82]. abstraction [BEH82, Dav85, Zah83, Con86].
abstractions [Sha89]. Abstracts [Ano84, GHW86, NTB+86, Sof80, Sof81, Sof82a, Sof82b, Sof83a, Sof83b, Sof83c, Sof84a, ...]
battle [Hor85]. be [Ger81c, Smi85]. becoming [Tar88].
behavior [CSB82, Win85]. behavioral [Wil89]. belittled [Loy85]. benefit [Gla80a].
benefits [McF86]. Beneich [CS86]. better [MOT81]. between [Not88]. Beware [Har85].
Beyond [Di 85, Win85, RR85, Tai89]. Bibliography [AS89, Coo82, WB87]. Bit [DiV81]. bites [Lev87].
Blit [Car83b]. blocks [Jos84]. Boehm [BK83]. Book [CS86, Con86, Kil89, Gri82]. books [Ger82, Miy82, Smo81].
both [Cha83]. bottom [McF86]. bottom-up [McF86]. branch [Tai89, YM89]. breakins [Rei86].
Breton [CS86]. brick [Buc86b]. Brown [Rob84]. budget [Gan83]. BUG [Gar81, vV89]. building [Goo81a, Gor89].
business [KS89].

C [Smo81, Smo84]. CA [Smi85]. calculus [KN85]. calendar [Jan84]. Canada [Bon81]. capabilities [MLJ89]. capital [Weg82].
capital-intensive [Weg82]. Capturing [RLL89, Zuc89b]. case [DG88, Dun82]. HB89, Lei89, War85, BS89a, Kar89, Zuc89a].
cases [BS89b]. Catastrophe [Pra87]. cause [AG83]. cause-effect [AG83]. CDL [LS89].
Centaur [BCD+88]. Cesar [OO89b]. chaff [Gri80]. Change [LCDK89, You89a, Flo88]. GGH+82, LS89, Phi89, WCV89].
Change/configuration [You89a].
Characteristics [HW87]. characterization [Ra]82]. characterize [CSB82]. charts [PMG85, Sha82]. checklist [Win86].
Chehey [Den82]. CHIPSY [EHW89]. classes [Win85]. Classics [Miy82].
Coding [Per86a, Joh87]. cognitively [Sol84]. cognitively-based [Sol84]. Combining [Gor89, Win85]. Comment [CR84, Fos83, Fos80, Ham80a, Per80, Yac82].

Comments [Bow86, Gri82, Joh83, Joh87, Wal81]. Commercial [GMS89]. common [MOPT88, Rin87]. communication [BCK+82, CH80].
communication-oriented [CH80]. Comparing [FWH84, Wei89]. Comparison [Ard86, BKL87, Ham89, Man87, RZ89].
Tan80a, Tan81]. Comparisons [Sch81a, And82, IMOL83, Pec80].
COMPCON [Bal82]. compilation [EHW89, Fri83, You89b]. compiler [Fer83, OO83]. compiling [Fri84]. complex [Rit87]. complexity [CN87, Tan80a, Tan81, WB87].
Ger89, GLR+82, Lyo1, Neu82, Neu84. Neu85, Neu86a, Neu86b, Neu86c, Neu86d, Pak89, Str88, Web89, Whi86].
Computer-Aided [LC84]. computers [Neu87c]. Computing [Hor85, Neu82, Yac82, Den82].
concentration [New89]. concept [KT84, MJ82]. concepts [Bol89, IS86, Liv87]. concurrency [Chr88, Pix85, YTFB89].
Current [Aoy87, AW89, BDM+83, KsKGC89, WY89, Web83b]. Conditional [DP85].
Conference [Kra87, Som87, Bal82, Bre87, Whe81].
Configuration [Fal89, KMS89, Pak89, Smi89, TS89, Win88, AB89, BVT89, Baz85a, Dar89, EGK84, GMS89, HKr88, Jor89, Kii89b, KK88, MSK89, Mil89, Mor89, PF89, Tho89a, You89a].
configurations [ML88]. configured [CS89]. Conflict [MCP89]. confounding [CGGS+82]. connection [An80b].
conservative [Hil89]. considerations [Fer89]. considered [MJ82]. consistent


model [BL88, BK85a, BB89, Boe86, Chr89b, Gil85, HK88, Hit89, IMOL83, Iv87, JG86, Lan85b, Ncu88, PF89, PL83, Sch81b, WBMN88]. Modelling [Kai89b, BJKW88]. Modelling [Sca89a, ARSV89, Kai89a, Kel89, W1l89]. Models [Chr88, Staa82, Bab88, Blu82, DP89, Huf89, Krz89, Lei82, Not89, Per89b, Phi89, Rob89a, Sch86b, Sut89, Tan80a, Tan81, Tul89, Wei82, Whi86]. modification [CL83].


natural [YES86]. nature [Tul89]. need [Dru82a, Whi85, Zim88]. needs [GMS80]. Nelson [Smo81, Smo83]. net [DS89, Yue89].


OBJ [GM82]. Object [AB89, DHT89, Jam84, Lad88, LH88, MG88, Rin87, SM89, WPM89, WY89, WWFT88, Ole85, PPT88]. Object-oriented [AB89, Lad88, MG88, Rin87, SM89, WPM89, WY89].


OOSD [Bin89]. open [Mey83, Lum89]. operating [Ano80b, IS86]. Operational [BGW82, LS89]. optimized [Zel83].

optimizing [OOS3]. orbital [Gar81]. order [BK85b, KN85, Yue89]. oriented [AB89, CH80, Dub89, Gar84, Jam84, Lad88, LCDK89, MG88, Rin87, SM89, WPM89, WY89]. Orthogonal [Rei89]. other [Neu85].

other [CMP89]. our [Cha83]. Overview [Coo85, CG85, Kem85, LW85, BMGT88, HW87, MOPT88, SZB82a, SZB82b, Zav84b].

other [CMP89]. our [Cha83]. Overview [Coo85, CG85, Kem85, LW85, BMGT88, HW87, MOPT88, SZB82a, SZB82b, Zav84b].

P [Bin89, Kil83, CMP89]. packet [SSDG81].

PACT [Sim89, Tho88]. Page [Neu89].

pages [Con86, Neu89]. PAISLEY [Zav84b].

Panela [Rei85]. panel [Wei85]. paper [Ano80a, Bal86, Bro84, Dj88, Dow86b, Min86, Ole85, Per86b, SL88, Sni85, Tay85].

parable [MB85]. paradigm [ACR88, Flo88, Koo89b, Loy88, Mac89].

paradox [Bhu85]. parallel [Bla89, SM86].

part [Mil82]. PARTIAL [Rei85].

partition [JW98]. partitioning [Loy85].

PASCAL [Gar84, KT84, Gio80].

P [Bin89, Kil83, CMP89]. packet [SSDG81].

PACT [Sim89, Tho88]. Page [Neu89].

pages [Con86, Neu89]. PAISLEY [Zav84b].

Panela [Rei85]. panel [Wei85]. paper [Ano80a, Bal86, Bro84, Dj88, Dow86b, Min86, Ole85, Per86b, SL88, Sni85, Tay85].

parable [MB85]. paradigm [ACR88, Flo88, Koo89b, Loy88, Mac89].

paradox [Bhu85]. parallel [Bla89, SM86].

part [Mil82]. PARTIAL [Rei85].

partition [JW98]. partitioning [Loy85].

PASCAL [Gar84, KT84, Gio80].
Pascal-like [Gio80]. passing [Bal89]. path [BH83, Dru82a]. paths [BS89b, YM89].


perspective [AF89, Jan89, WMAJ89, Zav86b]. Pete [Sch80a]. Peter [Sch80b]. Petri [GMMP89, Mir89a, TP86, Yue89].

Petri-net-like [Yue89]. Pgraphite [WWFT88].

phase [Bal89, Bro84, Dut84, Loy85, Rob84]. Philip [Kim81]. philosophers [Kok87a]. Phoan [DeT84]. Piazza [Rei85]. pick [Par83a].


plus [Rid84a, CY84]. PML [Rob89a]. Poe [FJM +84]. poetry [Zav86a]. points [Gil86a]. portable [BD83a]. Position [Dij88, Dow86b, Sni85, Bal86, Min86, Per86b, SL88, Tay85]. positions [Yel81].

possibility [Lem86]. Post [Fai88]. Post-mortem [Fai88]. potential [Dru82b]. power [Jan84, Mac82b]. practical [Cle88, KWD85b, Liv88, Mor89, WA55].

practice [Joh87]. practitioner [Bal89, Gro86]. Pragmatic [DH84].

Preconditions [Ric86b]. predicate [KN85]. predication [Neu88]. Predicting [GGH +82]. prediction [Tan80a, Tan81].

Preliminary [EGK84, Fri84, Ger99, BW83, Ben81, Car83b, CHR86, GH83, MYR86, RZ89, STJ83].


Press/McGraw-Hill [Con86]. pressure [Cos84]. previous [Neu89].

Principles [Mag84a, Ano80b, Gol87, TD85, Rei85]. printing [Jan84]. PRISMA [NMS89].

prize [BM83]. Probing [Huf89]. Problem [KK88, Mur88a, AF89, BKL87, Gar81, Ham80c, KS82, Mar84, Pat83]. Problems [Per89b, DH84, EP86, Gio80, Mac85].

Proceedings [Sof85d]. Process [ARS89, Bal89, Dow86b, OO89a, Rid84b, Blu86, BB89, BEH82, Chr89b, Dow86a, EP86, Fer89, FP89, Hag89, Hit89, Huf89, Hum89, liv87, Ks89a, Kat89, Kel89, LL89, Leh82, Leh86, Leh89, Mok86, Not88, Not89, Per89b, Phi89, RA89, Rob89a, Sch85a, Sut89, Tal89, Wil86, WCW89, Wil89, Yia84].

process-driven [Fer89]. processes [Kr89, Ost89, RR89, Rom89, RLL89]. processing [DRA82, Mit82, Vi89].

processor [Pro85]. production [Cro85]. productive [Rei85]. Productivity [Baz85b, Bob87, BCK +82]. products [HN89]. professor [Mey83]. Program [Bal83, Bal86, BM83, Con86, GRD84, Hay81, Kin81, LH81, Ane83, BR85, CCR83, CY84, DH84, Fos80, Gor89, Jan84, Jon89, KM89, Lan85a, McL85b, Mik83, Nar89, OO84, Par85c, PC89, Rei84, Rob89b, Rze83, Sch81b, Tan80a, Tan81, Tho89b, Tri88].


Programming [Jos84, Pec80, BCK +82, Bal89, Bar82, BS88, BB89, DMS84, Dij81, Dru82a, EMS89, GM84, Ger82, Hen85, Hen86, Kis83, Leh82, Leh89, Lew88, Lok89, MOT81, NLY81, OO89a, Par85d, Per80, Per86a, RR85, RAO89, Sha82, SHG89, ST84, Tho89b, Wer83, ZAA +81, Ger82, Ger82, Smo84].

programming-in-the-small [RR85].

programs [Che89, EGK84, Gar85, GJ84, HMH80, Hoo85, How89, Kok87b, LHS89, Lin84, Lyo83, OM89, RS82, Ram89, RG89, Red88, RB89, Rey85, SM86, TSP83, Tal89, Web83b, Zel83].
progress [ABF88, Lem86, Mus83]. Project [Sp83, Bol89, CK84, Chr89a, DO85, FJM+84, HLC82, Hek87, Leh86, Lem86, LH88, Mag84b, Scar89a, Zav84b, WA85].

projection [SA88].

Properties [Woo88].

projects [Dun84, Kem81, LF83, SJ82].

Propogation [SA88].

Prolog [Ger85, LH89, Ncu88, OO89a, Smo84].

proof [Ber85, MSS82].

Propagating [Per89a].

Properties [Woo88].

Proposal [ADE+82, Leh82].

Proposals [RBB+82].

Proposed [AF89, MOPT88].

Protocol [DiV81, Phi89].

Protocols [Ros81].

Prototype [CN87, BK85b, RS82, ST84, Zel84b].

Prototypes [CCAJ86, FM82, Gre84, HLC82, MM82].

Prototyping [Dun82, Keu82, Pat83, SZB82a, SZB82b, SJ82, BGW82, Bar82, BH82, Blu83, BK84, DGGK87, Dav82, DMP82, DRAP82, Fea82, Geh82, GLR+82, GM82, Gom83, Har87, Hek87, HH82, KK82, KR89, LPRS88, Mac82a, MCB82, Mit82, Miy87, TD85, TS82, WS82, Wei82, WCW89].

Prover [BK85b, Owr85].

Provers [WO85].

Proving [Coo85, KN85, KS85, LGM+86].

Psychosocial [Neu82].

Public [Cha83, Neu86a, Neu86b, Neu86c, Neu86d, Neu87c, Neu87a, Neu87b, Neu88b, Neu88a, NC88].

Publishers [Neu84].

Punchcard [Wil88].

Pursuing [Ger81c].

Quality [Yia84, And82, Bow86, Buc86a, Buc86b, Cro85, Gil86b, Lam85, Liv88, Loy88, Per86a, Sch81a].

Quantitative [Kr89].

Questionnaire [Sof85c].

Questions [vV89].

Quick [HLC82].

R [Bin89, Neu84].

Real [LF83, RG89, BH88, Hilt83, JM83, LS89, Mac85, Nel85, Pet89, SHG89, Zuc89b].

Real-life [LF83].

Real-time [RG89, BH88, Hilt83, SHG89, Zuc89b].

Realistic [LM89].

Reality [Mi82].

Reasonable [Keu82].

Reasoning [SHG89, vH85, RG89].

Reclamation [Ung84].

Recommended [Gla82b].

Reducing [YM89].

Reduction [Kin81].

References [SP89, Tan81].

Refinement [YM89].

Refiners [YC89, YW89].

Reflection [Weg82].

Reflective [WY89].

Reflection [LH89].

Related [Neu87c, Neu88b].

Relating [Ear86].

Relation [Web89].

Relational [CCR83, Saa85, Lin84, RVAR85, Sno84].

Relationship [Not88].

Relatively [Kem81].

Reliability [Gla80a, IMOL83, Lups86a, Smo81, Smo81].

Reliable [Ano83, GGW89].

Replacing [Cle89].

Reply [CR84, Fos84b].

Report [CKCM89, Rid84b, Zav84c, Blu87, KK88, Kra87, Mus83, PPT88, RW86, RZ89, Rze83].

Reportage [Bal82].

Reporting [Mur88a].

Reports [NTB+86].

Representation [Kel89, Nar89, vI89].

Representing [ Yue89].

Request [LL89].

Required [Sha89].

Required [BS89b].

Requirements [Bat83].

Research [Ger81c, Leh82, EP86, OCG+81, Par86a].

Requirements [Leh89].

Resource [Dav85].

Response [Kim81, Lee85, Pol80, Rob84].

Responses [Sof85c].

Restricted [Pro85].

Retrospective [Neu81].

Reusability [Lub86a, Lub86b].

Reusable [DS89, LM89].

Reuse [Bol89, Kar89, RR89, Ric86b, Tra88, Rat87].

Reusing [Mus85].

Review
[CS86, Den82, Kil83, Neu84, Neu85, Ree87, Rei85, Smo83, Smo84, Som87, Bin89, BK83, Buc86a, Con86, Ger82, Kil89, Miy82, Smo81].

Reviews [Miy82, Wes89, MOPT88]. revisit [Blu87, HL85]. Revolution [Miy82].


Risks [Neu86a, Neu86b, Neu86c, Neu86d, Neu87a, Neu87b, Neu88b, Neu88a, NC88].

road [Buc86b]. Robert [Gla81]. role [Baz85b, Ben86, Gre86, Har87, M¨ul83].


S [Neu84, Smo84]. Sachertorte [Neu85]. safe [Gol87]. Safety [Mac82b, Lev82].

SAGA [CK84]. satisfy [BS89b]. Scale [Wei82, Per89b, Sha89, SJ82]. scary [Lev87].

Scavenging [Ung84]. Scenario [HH82, RW89]. Scenario-based [HH82]. scheduling [CMP89]. schema [Mi889].

schemes [RS82]. Schorer [Sch80b]. science [Ger82, Lyo83, Zah888]. sciences [Bar82].

scope [Hum89, Loy89]. Screen [Gar84]. Screen-oriented [Gar84]. scripts [BHO89].

SDE [St89a]. SDI [Moo85, Poh86, Tie86]. SDVS [MCL85a]. SE [Clu89, Ndl85].

search [Buc86b, Ham81]. second [GBM85, Ham80c]. secretary [Sch81c].

secretary/treasurer [Sch81c]. secure [Goo81a, HLC82]. security [BK85a, Kem81, Lan85b, Web89, Den82].

security-relevant [Kem81]. selected [Par85a]. Selecting [Zuc89a]. Selection [BS89a, MRY86]. semantic [Mor89].

semantically [Cha83, Eji83]. semantics [LS89, Saa85]. SEN [Bin89, Neu89].

Sensitive [Fos84a, CR83, CR84, Fos83, Fos85].

sentences [vH85]. Separate [EHW89]. Separating [Put85a]. September [Den82].

sequencing [OO89b]. Sermon [Ham80a]. SESAW [BT85]. session [Bat83, Gra83, Gro83, LBC83, Web83a].

set [Con81, LPRS88, MOPT88]. sets [LM89]. several [Zuc89b]. shared [Ric85, RC89]. SHD [Gar84]. shift [AF89].

Shore [Neu85]. Shorer [Sch80a]. Short [GJ84, Jan84, Ole85]. should [Ger81c, Min86]. shuttle [Gar81]. SIFT [MSS82]. significance [Dun85].


Software [Agr81, BD83b, Bre87, CM88a, Cha84. CDF84, Coo82, CKCM89, Cos84, DP89, Dow86b, Gil84, Gil86b, Gla82b, Har88, Hen85, Hen86, Hen87, Kok88, LC84, Lev82, Miy85, Moo85, OCG81, Par85b, Par85e, Par87b, Par85e, PPT88, Rat87, RR89, Sau89, Sch86a, Spa83, STR88, Tan80b, Tra88, Tul89, WB87, WMAJ89, Win88, Ano84, Aoy87, ABF88, ARSV89, AWD89, BT79, BL88, BCR+82, BR85, Ben81, Blu85, Blu86, Boe86, Bol89, Bow86, BKL87, Buc86a, Buc86b, Buc88, CK84, CH80, CS89, Chr88, Chr98b, CCAJ86, Cle88, CN87, CGGS82, DS89, Dow86a, Dru82b, Dun84, Dut84, Ear86, EP86, Fai88, Fer89, FFNS89, Flo88, Fra82, FWH84, FP89, Gar81, Gel85, GMS89, Gil81b, Gil86a, Gl80a, Gol80, Goo81b, Gre86, Gus89, GHGW86, Ham80b, Ham80c, Ham81].

software [Har87, Hek87, Hen89, HW87, HN89, HCI81, Hua87, HLL8, Hum89, IMOL83, liv87, JG86, Kai89a, Kar89, Kat89, Ke89,
software [Weg82, Wei85, Wer87, Wes88, Whe81, Wil86, Wil89, Yia84, YTFB89, Zah88b, Zav66, Zim88, vdBEF82, Ano83, BK83, Gro86, Rid84b, RW86, Sno81, CS86, Sma81].
software-evolution [MB84]. solving [KS82].
Source [Mur88b, JK83, MCT89]. Southern [BD83b].
spiral [Boe86, Iiv87, Spi83].
state-machine [Ark86]. state-transition [Hen89].
storage [Ung84]. story [Law85a].
styles [NLY81]. submitted [Ano80b].
supporting [Dub89]. supported [GLR82]. supports [HL88].
subsystems [BK84, KT84]. success [Law85a]. successful [Ben86]. Summary [BT85, Joh83, Sch85b, Bat83, Ger81a, Ger89, Gra83, Gro83, Kra87, LBC83, MCT86, Web83a]. superfluous [Eji83].
supervisors [RL89]. Support [Str88, BL88, Boy87, Chr89a, CRZ88, Dru82a, Hor85, KMS89, LPRS88, Lhe86, LHS88, Ost89, SBB81].
specifications [Ano83, MCT86]. specification-based [RO89].

Springer-Verlag [Ger82, Sno81, Sno84]. SQA [Buc87, Loy89]. SREM [Rze83]. SRI [LN81]. Stallman [Neu84]. stand [Nei85].
Standard [Gla82b, Sch85a]. standards [Buc86a, Buc88]. Stanford [LwH81, Rie86].
STARS [Ano83, MCT86]. State [Phi89, Ark86, Hen89].
state-machine [Ark86]. state-transition [Hen89].
statecharts [MLJ89].

Stop [Gla82a]. storage [Ung84]. story [Law85a].

straitjacket [Mok86]. strange [Jan84].

structure [Ano83, MCT86]. strength [Koe88].

Structural [OM89]. Structure [PMG85, Sha82, BCK82, DGKLM84, Dow86a, GM84, GGH82, SAP89].

structured [BH88, Jam84, Pet89, Ric86a, Sha82, TP86, WPM89]. structures [vI89].

Structuring [BK84, CH80, Mus85, Rin87, Rit87].

student [Jam84]. Studies [Sol86]. study [CHR86, DG88, Dun82, FH84, Geh82, Lhe82, Lei89, Rid84a]. stuffed [Bro84].

styles [NLY81]. submitted [Ano80b].

subsystems [BK84, KT84]. success [Law85a].

successful [Ben86]. Summary [BT85, Joh83, Sch85b, Bat83, Ger81a, Ger89, Gra83, Gro83, Kra87, LBC83, MCT86, Web83a].

superfluous [Eji83]. supervisors [RL89]. Support [Str88, BL88, Boy87, Chr89a, CRZ88, Dru82a, Hor85, KMS89, LPRS88, Lhe86, LHS88, Ost89, SBB81].
supported [GLR82]. supporting [Dub89]. supports [HL88]. Survey [Hua87, Wer87].

Surveys [Den82]. Susan [Gri82]. SW [Fal89]. SWAT [Car83a].

symbolic
symposium [Bea83, CSB82, JK83, Kin81]. Syntax [HL85, Zel84a]. Syntax-directed [HL85]. synthesis [DeT84]. synthesizer [RT84]. System [GRD84, Gil81b, Loy85, MM82, SCC83, WA85, BCD88, CK84, Cle88, CL83, DeT84, EGG84, Fri84, GF84, IS86, KWD81, Ken82, KK88, Kok89, KM89, KMS89, KSJ89, LPRS88, Liv87, Mac85, MCP89, Man87, MOT81, MCL85a, Mas85, MSR85, PMG85, Pir86, Put85b, Red88, Ric85, RZ89, Sca89b, SB89, Tar88, TD85, Web84, Whi86, Win86, Zah83, NPS8, Uni87, Lem86]. Systematic [Ant89, Fri83]. Systems [Ano83, AL85, Ano80b, Aoy87, AWD89, BW83, BJKW88, CCR83, CG85, Cro85, DGGK87, Ger85, Ger89, GGW89, GM85, Gol87, Goo81a, Hag87, HLC82, KSJK89, MCB82, MM82, MR88, Moo81, Neu86a, Neu86b, Neu86c, Neu86d, Neu87c, Neu88b, Pak89, Par85e, Pet89, RR85, Rei84, Ritt87, Sha89, SBB81, Str88, WS82, WY89, Wils8, WMAJ89, Win85, Yel81]. Sytek [Owr85]. tale [Lev87]. tape [Dun85]. target [KT84, Tar88]. targets [Wei81]. tasking [Ncu88, RL89]. taxonomy [Zel84b]. team [BCK82, CRZ88]. TEC [So85d].

technique [Hil83, SHD84]. Techniques [HM84, Zuc89b, CGGS82, Gol87, KSS85, RAO89, TS82, Kii89]. Technology [Ano83, BR85, Ben85, Cer81, FB81, Ger85, OO83, Rid84a, Weg82, Wils8]. Ted [Smo83].

temporal [Koo89a]. terminal [MOT81]. Test [Paz86, BHO89, BS89b, DG88, Fos84a, Fos85, HB89, RZ89, We89]. Testimony [Goo83, Par83b]. Testing [Fos89, Gro86, HN89, LGM86, RL89, AG83, Ben81, BS89b, CY84, CR83, CR84, CRZ88, EK85, Fos83, Ham89, HS89, JvB83, JW89, KM89, Lev87, OM89, PC89, ROT89, RAO89, Tai89, Whi85, YM89]. Texas [Hay81]. text [DRAP82, Nar89].

text-based [Nar89]. text-processing [DRAP82]. Thayer [Smo81]. their [Blt89, Tls89]. them [Kok88]. Theorem [Coo85, BK85b, KN85, KS85, Owr85, WO85].

theorem-prover [BK85b]. theorems [Mus85]. Theoretical [Ham89]. theories [Ger81b]. theory [Con81, Pra87]. Thierry [CS86]. Thomas [Smo81]. those [Ano80b].

Thoughts [Blt86, Cra81, Gog81, TS82]. Three [Mas85, VV89, Rid84a, RZ89]. time [BH88, GMMP89, Hil83, LS89, Pet89, RG89, SHG89, Zuc89b]. timeshared [GF84].

timing [Pet89]. tolerance [Web89]. Tool [Dar89, DGGK87, DMS84, MCB82, Miy87, Rey85, RBB82, Zuc89a]. toolbox [BD83a].

toolkit [Sno86]. tools [Per86b, BS89a, Bz85b, BL88, Bob87, CN87, Dut84, Gol84, Kar89, LPRS88, Mar88, MN85, Miy87, Pak89, Per86a, Raj82]. Toolset [Gla82b, ML88]. top [Hit89, Zah89a]. top-down [Hit89, Zah88a]. trace [DMP82]. traces [VF83]. tracking [Mur88a]. transaction [MM82].

transactions [Kai89b]. transform [HK88]. transformation [KM89]. Transformational [Red88]. transformations [Mir89a, Tho89b].

transition [Hen89]. transportability [Ske86]. treasurer [Sch81c]. treatment [V89]. TRIAD [RR85]. trip [Buc86b].

Tripp [Ano80a]. trusted [Yel81].

trustworthy [Ger89]. TSL [RL89]. Two [Dun84, Ger84, McLS85, Per80, Snc81, Whi86, Giri82, LGM86, MB85, Miy82].

typed [WWFT88].

uit [Par81]. UK [CM88a, CKCM89, Sto85]. unconventional [Gil86a]. underlying [Gum82]. Understanding [Blt85].

unifying [WBMN88]. unit [AG83].

UNITY [GP89]. Universal [Wal83].
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